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There has recently been a lot of noise about revising the calculus course to meet 
modem needs, and it is natural that the needs of society change. But it is also all too 
common that the changes are not recognized by those in charge until many years 
later. For example, E. E. David once remarked to me that our society has passed 
from a manufacturing society to a service oriented one, but the appropriations for 
R & D, especially those from Washington, show no recognition of this fact. I 
similarly observe that we have moved from a society dominated by mechanics and 
electrical circuits in engineering to one dominated by probability and statistics, but 
that the mathematical curriculum has not changed accordingly. And, I would say, 
for about the same reasons. 
The students have also changed. One change that has often been noted is that as 
we have broadened the base of enrollment we have lowered the average level of 
competence. The recent burst of the "New Mathematics" has not helped in their 
earlier education as both they and their teachers remain, to a great extent, demoral-
ized. But the students have changed in other ways-they recognize that they do not 
live in a world of mechanical things (as I did in my youth) but rather a very 
different world to which almost all that they read in the current calculus books 
appears to be irrelevant. The artificial problems that appeal to us generally do not 
appeal to them with their sense of "relevance." They remain passively engaged in 
the courses we currently teach. There is little identification of the content with their 
possible lives, but rather mathematics is a chore, a hurdle to be got by as gracefully 
as pos~ib!-::. We !nUCt fir.c :.pp:~~.-.L;.;11,; thciL appcai ro ~ne students as they are at the 
time they are in class. I ex:pect that the economics problems I see in the calculus 
books seem to them (as they do to me) little more than empty stuff, and the 
biological examples are not much better! The problems must have some real 
connection with life as they are leading it, involve things that they have heard about 
and are interested in. 
There is another fundamental difficulty with the teaching of mathematics as it is 
presently done. Any systems engineer knows that if you optimize the parts of a 
system then almost surely the system performance will degrade. We have finally 
managed to hone the individual courses like calculus and linear algebra so that they 
are optimum for themselves-and in the process the teaching of mathematics has 
degraded. Until each course in mathematics is designed to support the whole system 
we will have this counterproductive result. I occasionally teach, for the mathematics 
department, a classic (static) linear algebra course while for the electrical engineer-
ing department I teach dynamic linear algebra under the name "digital filters." 
Generally speaking, the static course is completely unaware of the dynamic side of 
linear mathematics. 
We now tum to the basis for complaining about the current calculus courses as 
taught. There are two sources possible: those from within and those from without 
the system. Taking first those from within, we see that there is in fact just one 
standard calculus book with but very minor differences (including the proofs given!) 
is widely used, while excellent books written by first class mathematicians that 
deviate very far are simply ignored. Since it is the professors who choose the texts 
we have to assume, no matter what they claim, that the books being used represent 
'"hat they want. With the power of ch·1icr, rest!· the responsibility. There are other 
books around, but the professors will not choose them! From this you conclude that 
there is, in fact, no large scale complaint from within. 
MA TH MONTHLY 
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We are a democracy, and this, along with academic freedom, means that any 
college that wants to try new things has the power to do so in spite of screams of not 
being compatible with the rest of the system. Refonn can be accomplished in this 
country by the democratic process of the individuals voting as they believe and not 
by central dictatorship (as was once tried by a few pure mathematicians with great 
financial backing to force the New Mathematics on the world). Until the professors 
(who have the power to select) change, there will be little change no matter how 
much noise is made or how many committees and reports are produced. 
The complaints from the outside have been mainly from the computer science 
departments who fancy that they must have a course in discrete mathematics- but 
there is little agreement on what is wanted. Most of the books so far produced look, 
at least to this reviewer, like a hodge-pvdge of isolated topics that are often only 
loosely connected. Indeed, often a notation that is introduced early in the book is 
simply abandoned later! 
Some of the loudest advocates in the past for abandoning calculus for a discrete 
mathematics course have gradually toned down their complaints as they have 
paused to listen to the simple fact that discrete mathematics carried very far usually 
leads to generating functions (which imply series, integration and differentiation), 
and the generation of a new identity from an old one uses the method of calculus 
(or else a completely contrived derivation that is meaningless to the student). These 
complainers seem now to be more in agreement that what they want is the calculus 
with more discrete mathematics incorporated, like generating functions and dif-
ference equations. But, Apostol's magnificient books have long had a lot of discrete 
in them, so the texts are there (including one by this reviewer) but are seldom used. 
I doubt that the computer science departments will get the mathematics depart-
ments to change much. The American Mathematical Society forced the fonnation of 
the Association for Computing Machinery long ago by not even aUowing a single 
session on numerical methods. The Computer Science departments may very well 
take up teaching discrete math courses, but they also very likely will not be satisfied 
with what they do in the long run, unless they include a lot of the continuous 
calculus. 
Any competent mathematician knows that the use of complex variables in 
number theory has been very fruitful-the extremes of discrete and continuous 
(analytic in fact) meet here successfully to the advantage of both. Indeed, there is a 
whole field known as a.r:i!ytic m:mber theo1y that blends the two. Similarly, as 
noted above, combinatorics in any depth rests on generating functions. It appears to 
this reviewer that any attempts to enforce a strict separation is damaging to both. 
We have yet to discuss what the calculus is. To pure mathematicians it is an 
interesting exercise in the real line and mappings. To scientists and engineers it is a 
powerful tool kit of methods (why else the name?) to be applied in many situations. 
But here we run into trouble. The slant given by the current mathematical texts does 
not fit what is wanted and in fact leads to ridiculous results. For example, the 
popular (Bourbaki?) definition of a function as a set of ordered pairs runs right into 
the simple desire to count multiple zeros as multiple zeros (as needed, for example, 
in linear differential equations with constant coefficients). The static definition is 
also inappropriate to the calculus which is the study of change, (dynamics). A 
function in the calculus is more like a curve being traced by a moving point than it 
is a set of pairs of numbers. Newton used the word "fluxions" to describe his 
dynamic picture of what is going on. From Newton through Euler, it was the 
dynamic view of function that gave them inspiration. The static definitions may 
have provided some rigor, but at the cost of a meaningful treatment as far as the 
engineers and scientists are concerned, let alone the students! The current books are 
a poorly digested mixture of the static New Math and the dynamic calculus of 
change-and you see it in most of the books when the author forgets what he 
purports to believe and lapses into the dynamic view. 
But there is another aspect of the calculus that is sometimes recognized. The 
expression "mathematical maturity," whatever it means to you, is probably achieved 
first, if at all, in the calculus course where there is so much generality that the 
student cannot get by with blind memoffi.ation, but must come to terms with the 
manipulation of symbols obeying given relationships-one important aspect of 
mathematics! For example, 
and the variable x or t does not matter. Any extensive simplification of the contents 
of the calculus course is in grave danger of losiug this essential step in the 
mathematical development of the student. We can change the contents, to be sure, 
but we need to be very wary of making it "ear.y." 
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